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THE LAW REFORM EXPLOSION

Throughout the countries of the common law world, or at least those which are,

members of the Commonwealth ·of Nations, a remarkable development has been occurring
: . I

during the poast: two decades, relevant to the orderly improvement of the legal system.

Qntll the SecoJd World War, these countri~ enjoyed varying degrees of close associ-ation

with the original home of the common law -in England. Appeais to the Judicial Co~mittee

of the PriVY Council ensured a degree of consistency- and uniformity, at least in the

approach to basic legal questions. The adoption of Imperial legislation either by direct

application or by local legislative measures ensured that important reforms, once adopted

at Westminster, spread their influence throughout the majority of the jurisdictions of the

common law. Mr. Justice Hutleyof the New South Wales Court of Appeal has recently

written of the advantages which accrued to countries now of the Commonwealth of

Nations from their close association with one of the major legal systems of the world,

tha t of England.

I ••• The forceable hUching of the legal system of a small State to one of the

great legal systems of the world has provided stimulus to us. The development

of the law of torts and contracts insofar as it had been effected by the jUdiciary

has been largely guided by Engl~sh leadership. That leadership would ·hav~

operated anyway without the e"xistence of the Privy Council, but its existence

guaranteed its success. The casuistical methods employed by the courts to

adjust and modify the law work most effectively if there are comp~ting

doctrines confronting them. In a relatively provincial country (though very"

litigious) such as Australia, the tendency to lapse into self-satisfaction has been

restrained by the continual presence of a major legal system, not as a distant

exemplar, but as a continual force for change')
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However that may be, political independence Bnd post-colonial sensitivities

have spelt doom for this particular method of updating and modernising the law and

dealing with defects in it, as they were exposed. The rapid social, economic and

technological changes which. have accompanied political independence have added to the

stresses faced by legal systems everywher"e, but possibly most acutely faced by those

nurtured in the traditions of the common law. The civillaw tradition; with its ~mphasis on

codes framed in general and conceptual terms, provided a sUrer basis for changing times

than the more pragmatic methodology of the common law of England. The rapid

development of local legislatures and, where they had already been long-established, the

rapid increase in legislative output, posed special new problems, many of which have not

yet been finally resolved.

Th!s paper is directed to the development of institutional law reform in this

part of the world and to some of the innovations we have adopted in Australia to ensure

that the final reports on law re,form are informed about expert and public attitUdes: to the

law under consideration.

The starting point of the stu~y is a realisation that most countries of -the

commonweal~h of Nations have established law reforming agencies and have done so since

the Law Commissions of England and Wales and of Scotland were created by the Uni"ted

Kingdom Parliament in 1965. In the same year as the English and Scottish Commissions

were set up, the State of New South. Wales estab1is~ed a Law Reform Commission by

executive act. This·development was later followed up by legislation. The New South

Wales legislation was recently before the State Parliament with a view to its amendment

and improvement.2

The development of the New South. Wales Commission was followed by the

creation of permanent law reforming agencies in Queensland in 19683 in South Australia

in the same year4, in the Australian Capital Territory in 19715, in Western Australia

in 19726, in Victoria in 19737, in Tasmania in 19748 and in the Northern Territory of

Australia in 1976.9 The Commonwealth Act to establish a federal law reform

commission was approved by the Australian Parliament in 1973, although the first

members of the Australian Law Reform Commission were not appointed until 1975.

These developments in Australia and Britain had been reflected by similar

developments in all parts of the Commonwealth of Nations. Law commissions have been

created in most jurisdictions of Canada, in India and Sri Lanka, in the islands of the West"

Indies, in Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Tonga, and throughout the continent of Africa. The

Papua, New Guinea Commission enjoys a special status, bei-ng mentioned .in the

Constitution of that country and haVing particular responsibility for adapting the int,eriite';._

co.rnmen law of England to the common law and customary needs of Papua New Guinea.
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In,part, this explosion in law reform may reflect nothing more than the pursuit

?:oCthe fashionable. In part it may even follow realisation by some politicians that difficult
> ,." .••..• --

.j~~vescan occasionally be defused for a time by the ready availability of a permanent law

···r~e.f~rm_ institution. In part, it may represent political tokenism: the creation of a small

.,.,:ill-{unded, .under-staffed body almost as' a placebo for citizen complaints .about defects in

:.::~~-~ law's rules and proc·eduru.l 0

Another interpretation of the 'booming industry,ll of law reform institutions

is 'that lawmakers recognised the proliferation in number and complexity of the problems

--:~fadjusting the law to a time of rapid change. Coinciding with this realisation is an

appreciation of the incompetence or unwillingness of present lawmaking institutions (the

p'arliament, the Executive Government and the courts) adequately to meet the needs of

l~gal modernisation and revision. The permanent law .reform agencies have .been created

fill the resultant institutional vacuum,12 This is not the occasion to review the

(allure of the other institution.s: the distraction of Parliament and the Executive by a

:',c'. ~~ontinuous and elementary election campaignd3 and the inability or .disinclination of

,.:: '-jUdges to adapt the forensic medium to the needs for radical legal change and

modernisation. It is sufficient to note that Parliament and the Executive Government,

unaided, are not attending to the many needs for law reform. Moreover, a series of

decisions of the High Court of Australia, especially during the past two years, has

underlined the view of tl).e majority that the courts, at least in Australia, are not well
-'"

a.dapted, nor the judges necessarily the right persons, to effect comprehensiv.e legal

- . reforms. Similar considerations doubtless exist in courts elsewhere throughout the region:

[T] here are more powerful reasons why the Court should be reluctant to engage

in [moulding the common law to meet new conditions and circumstances] • .The

Court is neither a legislature nor a l~w reform agency. Its responsibility is to

decide cases by a[>[>lying the law to the facts ~ found. The Court's f~cilities,

techniques and procedures are ada[>ted to that res[>onsibility; they are not

ada[)ted to l~gislative functions or to law reform activities. The Court does not

and cannot carry out investigations or inquiries with a view to ascertaining

whether particular common law rules are workiIJg well,. whether they are

adjusted to the needs of the community, .and whether they command popular

assent. Nor can th~ Court call for and examine submissions from groups and

individuals who may be vitally interested in the making of changes to the
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law'. In short, the Court·· cannot, and does not, engage in the wide-ranging

inquiri~s and assessm-ents that are ~ade by governments and law reform

agencies as desirable, if not essential, preliminaries to the enactment of

legislation by an elected legisll~.ture. These considerations must deter "8 Court

from departing too readily from a settled rule of the common law and by

replacing it with a new rule. 14

The 'wide-ranging -inquiries and assessments' to which Mr. Justice" Mason

referred have become the hallmark of law reform technique as it has been developed in

Australia. Certainl'y from the outset of its work~ the Australian Law Reform Commission

has sought to broaden the procedures of consultation traditionally adopted by committees'

of inquiry in Britain, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere. Its efforts have now taken it

well beyon~ the :'working paper' as it was developed by the English Law Comrnission.l 5

Worldng papers of most law reform bodieS are clearly aimed largely at a legal aUdience. In

their: availability,mode of expt:ess, language and approach, they are usually addressed to

lawyers and are not very effective ways of communicating with the public at large,16

. ·Lord Scarman, the first Chairman of the English Law Commission, describ~d

the importanc~ of the procedure of consultation in words Which point the way bexond

consultation limited to the legal community only:
pt

-;...~

[It] is '8 lengthy and time-consuming business. Though it imposes delay, it is the

key to qUality and acceptability. Consultation, wide enough to embrace all
interests and deep enough to expose all the problems, may take a long time: but

it can and 'usually does mean a swift passage through Parliament of a

non-controversial Bill to give effect to a law reform proposal. At the very

least, it will ensure that controversy is limited to genuine issues upon Which a

policy decision has to be taken') 7

THE AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION

Now let me tell you something about the Commission which I head, titled by its

statute 'The Law Reform Commission' but generally known as the Australian Law Reform

Commission, to distinguish it from t,he State law reform agencies to which I ha~e referred

and with whom we enjoy the closest professional association and friendship.
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When the Commission was- established in 1975 it was set up with the support of

'V-political parties in the Australian Federal Parliament. Throughout its short life, it flas

~.h'~(j B. -'strong current' of support from Members of Parliament of all political persuasions.

:~bli:s--'is -not surprising. The pressures for change facing Parliaments today and the
'.':.'

:j-\s:~-mp1f~xity 'and sensitivity of the matters reqUiring change are such that our political

'leaders need as much help as they can get in the improvement and modernisation of the

·.,-:?~eg8J 'system.

The Commission is stationed in Sydney. There are 11 Commissioners, of whom

./,folJr" (including myself) are full time. The Commissioners have been draw," from all

-. branches of the legal profession: the judiciary, barristers, solicitors and law teachers. One

Com'in'issioner, -Professor Gordon Hawkins, is not himself a -lawyer, though frankness

-,-~requ'fres me to tell you that, he has spent many years, teaching criminology as a social

'sCience in the Sydney Law School. The Commission has a small research, staff of eight

'researchers. At any given time it has about eight major pr'ojects of national law reform

';:'Jc~ricern. You will therefore see that it is a small investment in the improvement of the

legal system. The pace of law reform is dictated, in part, by the resource~ which society

is prepared to devote to the improvement of that science Which affects us all: the laws of

,the land.

The Commission does not initiate its oWn programme. References are given to

it by the Federal Attorney-General. Until a reference is given, the Commission may not

proceed to substantive work. 'Successive Attorneys-General, of differing - political

'viewpoints,have given the Commission a series of highly relevant projects, which affect

not .only the future design of the laws in Australian society 'but also the future design of

society 'itself. In this sense, it is,! believe, preferable that the projects of the Commission

should -be determined by elected political rep:resentatives. They are more likely than

non-elected lawyers to know the priorities and urgencies of.legat reform.

The Commission works in federal areas of the law, but it works closely with

State colleagues both in the law reform agencies and in government departments and

authorities. As well, because of the plenary responsibilities .of the Commonwealth in the

Australian 'Capital Territory; a number of the -projects of the Commission in that

Territory are of specific relevance to the States. By its Act, th~ Commission is instructed

to work towards uniformity of laws in the proposals it makes. Although uniformity is not

an end in itself or desirable in every area of the law, thera is little dOUbt that in areas of

business 'law and commercial law, there is much to be said for greB:ter uniformity of law

than we have So far been able to achieve.
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The Commission is not an academic tal1~-shop. A number of proposals have

already passed into law, both at a Federal and State level. Within the last f.ortnight, ,8

major Bill based on'the Commission's first and nintl:J reports, was passed through the

Federal Parliament in Canberra. Although progress on the some of the other reports has

been slow, I understand that all of· those not yet implemented are under aCtive

consideration, as are all of the reports of the -Commission which have 00.[ actually. passed

into law. In a country which does not have a good record in the follow-up and

implementation of official report~, the Australian Law Reform Commission is doing

better -than average. I say all this so .that you will understand that we are not in ~!J.e

acndemi? business. By procedures of public and e>;pertconsultationand by pnin~taking

research arid inquiry, we are in the business.of helping Parliament to improve areas of the

law specifically assigned for our inquiry by the Commonwealth Attorney-General. In the

short, life 'of the Commission, we have enjoyed the participation of some. of the most

distinguished lawyers of the country. Our Governor-General, Sir Zelman Cowen, was. at

one stage a part-timeCommis§ioner. The newest member of the High Court of Australia,

Sir Gerard Brennan, was also a part-time member. Mobilising some of the best legal talent

in the country to work in harmony with people with relevant expertise is, I suggest to you,

the way that more of-our laws should be developed. Law reform that is to last will require
nothing less.

Because of the variety and controversy of the projects assigned to it by

successive Ministers, the C.ommission has from the outset sought ,out public and expert

views concerning the state of ,the current laW, t!)e defects in it and the directions for.

change. I propose to devote the balance of this_ paper to an examination and illustration of

the novel procedures which we have adopted designed to improve the processes of

consultation and to ensure that when the proposals of the Co~mission are submitted to

the gover-nment and the Parliaments, they haye been put- through a searching test of

expert 'and community opinion.

CONSULTATION ABOUT REFORM OF THE LAW

I~terdisciplinary consultations. Oliver Wendell Holmes once suggested that the

constructive lawyer of the future would be -the 'man of statistics and the, master of

ecohoinics'.l8 The first procedure to fulfil this prognostication in the area-. of

institutional law reform has been the special effort made by the Australian Law Ref~r,m

Commission to secure in all of its tasks a number of consttltants from disciplines outsi.de

the law, relevant to the task in hand. Because many of the projects referred to the

CommIssion for report involve non-legal expertise, an effort is made at the outset- of,

every project to secure as consultants persons, lawyers and non-lawyers, who will have

relevant expertise to offer as the project develops. In choosing consultants, the
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omin'issibn -has looked to a number of criteria. The first consideration is the possession of

t~~i'a1:- related knOWledge and information. Another is the desirability of securing

~~s~1tants from different parts of the country. The Commission has also- sought to

-'-~nce-competing attitudes and interests. Thus, in the project on introduction of class

j~Ji()ns-inAustrali81 the President of the Australian Consumers Association sits down with

'~~r,e$'ent'atives of business and industry. In Lhe project on improvement of debt recovery

·-;"~~s~::-.Jhe Executive Director of the Australian Finance Conference takes par't, with

:~rs.6ns~experienced in helping and counselling poor debtors. In the project on the laws

v'e:rning human tissue transl?lantation, medical eXl?erts of differing surgical disciplines

o~~~,'.joined by a professor of philosophy, a Catholic theologian and the De8~ of 8

"hJtestant College of Divinity. In the reform of police procedures, legal academics and

:~iv.il" ~liberties spokesmen debate with senior police officers and other Crown

,:~,~presentatives. For the reform of defamation laws, no fewer than 30 consultants were

'.:.:.'#l?Polrtted, including journalists in the l?rinted media, radio and television, newsl?aper

:.~;.~¢i~ors and managers, legal acagemics,. experienced barristers, lecturers in journalism and

';~;~ri'Anglican divine.

The end result of these procedures is a remarkable collection of

>interdiscil?linary eXl?ertise which has gre.aUy enriched the thinking of the law

; 'commissioners. Consultants. attend meetings with commissioners, review in-house

pUblications and generallY/add their knowledge and perspectives to the development of

law reform proposals. They are in the nature of a chorus, cajoling, reminding, insisting and

usually, finally, harmonising in the development of reform prol?osals. On some points,

consensus cannot be achieved. Rel?orts of Ule Commission make it plain that the

responsibility for recommendations is that of the commissioners only. However, there is

no dOUbt that this interdisciplinary team has profoundly affected the reports of the

Australian Law Reform Commission. The bias of)awyers, their perceptions of law reform

l?roposals - and what Professor Stone calls 'what lawyers .think' are the problems of law·

reform - are exposed to' a constant process of interdisciplinary exchange. The needs for

such exchange are readily 'apparent in many of the tasks given to the Australian Law

Reform Commission. A large l?roportion of these,· chosen ~y resl?onsive politicians l9

have been addressed- to controversial social questions upon .which lawyers, plainly, do not

have a special claim to expertise. Reform of child welfare laws, for example, requires the

particil?s-tion of medical prsctitio,,:!ers, psychiatrists, l?olice and other expertise.20

Development of a.1aw on privacy' requires, nowadays, the close participation of computer

and communications experts.21 The issue of whether Aboriginal customary laws should

be recognised in Australia requires anthropological and philosophical expertise as much as

it does legal.22
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The layman's discussion paper. The second development aimed· to secure the

involvement of non-lawyers in the process of law reform in Australia has been the

development of the brief discussion paper. Brevity iSB discipline that does not always

come' easily to lawyers, including law reformers. The traditional workingpaper' was often

too lo'ng, too compl~x and too boring to secure the very aim in target, namely widespread

consultation. For -this reason, the Australian Law Reform Commi5sio~ and.la-tely some of

the State commissions 'in Australia, have produced, in addition to detailed papers, short

discussion papers and pamphlet summaries of interim proposals. These state briefly the

policy issues being posed for professional and public comment. By arrangements with law

pUblishers, the Australian Law Reform Commission's discussion papers are now distributed

with the AUstralian Law Journal and other periodicals., thereby' reaching most of the

lawyers of Australia. The result has not always been the desired flood o~ professional

comment' and experience. However, there has been· some response from lawyers,· in an

parts of the 'country, in a way that would simply not occur in response to a detailed

working paper'of'limited distribytion.

Discussion papers of the Australian Law Reform Commission are now Widely

distributed to other interested groups outside the law. Copies of summary -pamphlets are·

reprinted in or distributed with professional journals in disciplines related to the .issues

under consideration. In the case of the discussion paper on Aboriginal customary laws,s

new procedure has bee~;ptlopted, involving the distribution of cassette tapes, summar-ising

in simple language the problems and proposals. Translations into principal Aboriginal

languages have 'been concluded. These cassettes are now being circulated for use in the

far-flung Aboriginal communities of Australia. They will permit and indeed promote

discussion and response in a way that no'printed pamphlet could ever do.

Public hearings. The third innovation ~o escape the dangerous ,concentration. Oil

what 1lawyers think worry' citizens, has been the pUblic h~aring. Before any report· of the

Australian Law Reform Commission' is written, pUblic hearings are held in all capital

cities of the country. Lately tt~ey are also being held in provinciai centres. It} connect~on

with the .inquiry into Aboriginal customary laws, they will be held in outback towns and

Aboriginal communities. Public hearings ,have not been hel~ in England.23 A fear:has,.·

been expressed that they might descend into 1many irrelevant time-wllsting

suggestions,.24 This fear reflects the lawyer's assurance that he can always accurately.

jUdge What is relevant. Although it is true that in the pUblic hearings of the Austra:iian

Law Reform Commission, time is occasionally lost by re~son of irrelevant submissions,

theoverwhelriling majority of participants in pUblic hearings have proved helpful,

thoughtful and constructive. In addition to public advertisement, specific letters 'of
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"JlnVIIl.UCln are now sent to all those who' have made submissions during the course of the

up- to the date of the hearing. Although hearings had a shaky start, for Australians

not accustomed' to such participation "in law making, they are now increasingly

,'"succeSsful, if'success is jUdged by numbers attending and the utility in the provision of

'<: information and opinion. Many of the hearings proceed late into the night." Evidence and

:_submissions are taken by the commissioners, usually required by an i'nexorable airline

timetable, to join an early, morning flight to another centre. In recent public hearings

~:conducted into Aboriginal customary laws, literally hundreds of Aboriginals converged on

r¢.mote hearing centres in order t9 listen and to participate: presenting very great logistic

probiems for an institutional body of small resources.

The notion of conducting pUblic hearings was suggested many years ago by

- Professor Geoffrey Sawer of the Austr8.lian National University. He drew attention to the

legislative committees of the United States of America and the utility in gathering

information and opinion" involvi.rgthe community, as-well as the expert, in the process of

l~gi.slative change.25 The hearings have several uses. They bring forward the lobby .

.',' groups and those with special interests, inclUding the Jegal -profession itself. They require

an open presentation and justification ."of arguments about the future of the law under

stUdy. They encourage ordinary citizens to come forward and to 'personalise' the problems
" ,

which hitherto may have been seen In abstract only. In a number of inquiries of the

Australian. Law Reform CommiSSion;' notably those on human tissue transplants26 and

compulsory 'land acquisition27, the personal case histories help the Commission to

id~ntify the lacunae or injustices in' the law -needing correction. Quite frequently,

problems are called to attention which have simply not been considered. Defects in

tent~tive proposals come to notice and~ can then be- attended to. The media attention

which typically accompanies the series of pUblic hearings and the companion industry of.

professional seminars, has itself a utility which cannot be under-estimated. It raises

community eXl,Jectations of reform action. It placates t~ose community groups which

rightly insist on -having their say. It ensures that wheI! politicans receive the report

proposing law reform, it has been put through a -filter of argumentation in the community

to which they are electorally responsible. There is also a point of principle. The pUblic

hearings of the Australian Law Reform Commission, as t!ley have developed, provide a

forum for the articulate business interest and the well briefed government administrator.

But they also provide the opportunity for the poor, the deprived, the under-priVileged and

the disaffected or their representatives to come forward and, in informal circumstances,

to offer their perception of the law in operation and their n.otion of relevant injustice and

unfairness. In !.Joint of 'princIple, "it is important that ordinary citizens should be

encouraged to have their say in the review of important laws which affect them. There is
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an increasing awareness that the theoretical 'say' through the ballot box is not always

adequate. New machinery is needed which at the one lime-acknowledges-realistically the

iml?ossibility of hearing everybody's opinion, but encourages those who wish to voice their

grievances and to share their knowledge. to come forward and to do so in a-setting which is

. not over-formal or -intimidating.

Use of the public media. A fourth relevant irmovation of the Australian,Law

Reform Commission has "been the use of the public media: the newspapers.,.radiR stations

and teleVision, to raise awareness of law Teform issues in 8 far greater community than

would ever be achieved by the cold 'print of legal pUblications. The- public media have

attendant dangers. They tend to sensationalise, to personalise and trivialise information.

A five minute television interview, or even a half hour 'talk back' radio programme,

scarcely provides the perfect forum for identifying the problems which law reformers are.

tackling. For all this, a serious attempt to involve society in the· process, of. law

improvement· must involve a utilisation of the modern mass media of communication. In

Australia, the technique of discussing law reform .projects in the media is now a

commonplace, both at a federal and state level. The Prime Minister of Australia28 .has

described the process in terms' of approbation as 'participatory law reform',. The.

Governor-General of Australia has referred to the -irriportant mix or" 'great intellectUal

capacity with a flair for pUblicising the issues of law reform' and attracting 'public

interest to a degree unparallelled1
• 29

The 'need to face up to the reality t?8t a -good idea needs more than to be-put

forward to be acted upon and to reject the 'intellectual snobbery' of the retreat to lawyers

only or to experts only was recently stressed in Britain by Professor Michael Zander.30

Lawyers -are not 'always the best people to identify the problems of law reforql,

partiCUlarly the social deficiencies of the .law- which 'are of general community

concern.31

Surveys, polls and guestionnaires. A fifth innovation is the utilisation of surveys

and questionnaires. This is the utilisation of surveys and questionnaires in the development

of law reform proposals. The idea of using surveys for the purposes of law ,reform

consulta:tion is not new. Calls for the greater use of surveys in England32 and elsewhere

tended to fall on deaf ears. By and large, lawyers have a well developed aversion to the

social sciences generBJly and empirical research and statistics in particular.33 TtJe

English Law Commission resorted to a social survey in developing its proposals on

matrimonial property. They are expensive and take a lot of time. But they represent a

practical endeavoUr to 'harness the social sciences to law reform,~34 A recent report by
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,;j~~heJofnt Select Committee on the Family Law Act in Australia urged a review of the law

:~":'~elating to matrimonial property by the Australian Law Reform Commission.35

&"~S:i~~iticantlY; it proposed, as a prerequisite, the conduct of a social survey to gauge

,«rio~munity opinion. 36

Already, the we-10 k of Australian law reform bodies has involv.ed the use of

~~rveys of opinion, the assistance of social science techniques and the utilisation of the

"~·-_-~.n~ysis only possible because of the development of computers. For example, in a project

_-on the reform of debt recovery laws, the Australian Law Reform Commission is

~_ollaborating with colleagues in the states. Specifically, with the assistan,ce of the ,New

South Wales Law Reform Commission, it is scrutinising, with the aid of computers,

r.~turns on a survey conducted 'concerning all debt recovery process in New South Wales

courts over a period of a year. Both the Australian and New SOllthoWales Commissions

gl,lme to the conclusion that sound law reform in this area could only be proposed upon a

,!,horough .appreciation of the actual operation of current laws. This required a detailed

,~tudy of the way in which .the debt recovery procesS.was currently operating. That study is

,now drawing to its conclusion and will form the basis of the reform reports. The Scottish

Law' Commission, in its work on a related tOl?ic, also conducted a survey of a similar
kind.37

In the Austr9"-an Law Reform Commission's l?roject on the reform of child

welfare laws, a survey was administered to police in respect of all matters involving

children and young persons over a given period. The aim was to isolate the considerations

Which lead to some children being .. charged and others being cautioned or warned.

Examination of court files over a period of a year and questionnaires administered to

children in institutions and those coming berore the courts sought out the perceptions of

the child welfare l?rocess as seen by the 'c,onsurners'. Such persons are Unlikely to attend

pUblic hearings or seminars, .whatever efforts may be rna.de to make them informal and

congenial. Yet their perceptions may be vitally important for identifying elements of

injustice and for pointing the way to reforms Which will actually address the problems of

'the law on the ground', as distinct from verbal speculation about the 'law in the

books'.~8 Statistics and 'social surveys can provide a m~ans by which inarticulate and

disadvantaged groups can speak to law makers.

The gathering of facts by surveys is not now very controversial. Holmes'

prediction has come about: the constructive lawyer is alreapy the 'man of statistics'. More

controversial is the collection of opi~ionby procedures of surveys. The extent of the

controversy was discovered by the Australian Law Reform Commission when it conducted

a unique national survey of Australian judges and magistrates involved in the sentencing

of federal offenders. The details of the survey, its purposes, methodology and findings are
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:0 b~ found in the Commission's interim report or that title.39 The survey was voluntary

md anonymous. "'Its completion would, have taken, on average, about an hour and a half .9f

the time of extremely busy and supposedly conservative professionals. Notwiths_landing

5cel.'ticism about the value of surveys generally and the usefulness of the sentencing

5urvey in particular, it is reassuring, and perhaps a sign of the times, that the response

rate was equivalent to' 74% of the judicial officers sampled. In ,8 vigorous defence of

basing law reform on empirical findings, the officers who- conducted it pointed out., .had

until now been 'predominantly positivist and analytical rather - tha,:!" purposive or

sociological'.40 Resistance to an analysis of sentencing by the techniques (and parJly in

the language) of sociology, was evident in -some quarters, especially in the jUdiciary in

Victoria. The participation of the latter was much lower than the national average.41

Reporting on this, the commentators' on the survey responded in terms w-hich, one

suspects, would have quickened Pound's heart:

'The original aim of estabiishing Law Ref-orm Commissions included the

prOVision of a bridge between the jUdiciary. and. other arms -of government by

which the JUdges COUld, without compromising their independence, bring to the

attention of other law makers the defects in the laws they administered. Fro~

the point of view of the Au~tralian Law Reform Commission, this approach to

the jUdiciary was entirely orthodox. With regard to the criticism that the survey

deals with matte"rs of sociology •.. the individual sentencer plays a crucial role
.jf'

in the sentencing process. Sentencing is not simply the application of abstract

rules and principles to specific situations. It -is an inherently dynamic and

essentially personal process. If this observation isa mere l matter ofsociology'_,

then it w~uld appear to be shared by other lawyers, defendants a':ld by a num!.?er

of jUdicial officers as wel~ The process of sentencing is not exclusively one 9f

syllogistic legal reasoning. That is wh~ some of the questions raise issues which

have fairly been described as sociological and others seek to identify relevant.

personal values of judicial officer.s'.42

In addition to the survey of the jUdiciary, the Law Reform Commission

conducted surveys of federal prosecutors4~, and prisoners44 and public opinion.. As

well, with the assistance of newspapers and others engaged in public opinion sampling,- the

Commission has been able to inclUde questions relating to pUblic perceptions in national

surveys of public opinion. In every case, the questions are designed by properly qualified

specialists in public opinion sampling. So far, it has been p,?ssible to submit the questions,

on issues such as criminal punishment and. privacy, without cost to the Commission.

Although we are a long way from surrendering recommendations and action on law reform
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-)l1C. Vagaries of transient opinion polls, suggestions for reform, particularly in a volatile

.iiti~~l- climate, are. better made against a clear understanding of pUblic opinion, as

)@fl~ificallyshown by the procedures now available for its discovery.

Consulting special groups. There src other initiatives which could be described

I£Ld~moristrate the way in which institutional law reform today is seeking out a thorough

~~'~9"~~~tandingof legal problems as perceived by consumers and participants, as well as by

~:f~:~.Ye~~. For example, in the project on child welfare laws, care has been taken to conducl

..:.i"nformal discussion at schools and at children's shelters, with the young people of the
'/;.-'-" ."

~:relevant jurisdiction. The discussions are conducted in an unstructured way and at pUblic,

private 'and church schools, schools in richer and poorer suburbs and schools run according

:>t.9"pnorthodox as well as orthodox teaching traditions. The results may not be particularly

:>.~~Xentific. But it provides a corrective to an adults-only perception of children's

:~ny.olvement with the law. Likewise, a large minority in Australian societY,migrants, non

_",,""'English-~peaking residents, are' consulted in every ~rojecL Through ethnic newspapers,

-~< ..,rgdio and television, and through representatives ~nd institutional spokesmen, efforts are

;L".:m-ade to secure the special "perceptions they have of the operation of a legal'order which

~<-:"-~f1_S0 many of its institutions, rules and procedures, is profoundly different from those of

~heir countries of origin. To heed Holmes' warning that the ·constructive lawyer should be

a'rnaster of economics' care is being taken in a number·of projects to weigh and express·

the competing costs and benefits of a particular reform. In the past this equation has been

unexpressed and ill-defined. In the future we are sure to see more of it in jUdicial

refotm45, in administrative reform46 and in the work of permanent law reform

bqdies. In the inquiry into class actions, for example, the Australian Law Reform

Commission has initiated discussions with the Centre for Policy Studies at Monash

University, specifically to identify the criteria which should be' weighed in judging

.~hether a class action ~rocedure could be warranted in Australia on orthodox cost/benefit

analysis. Consideration of the costs of alternatives was a major factor identified to justify

the Commission's recent proposals concerning the regulation of insurance intermediaries

in Australia.47

CONCLUSIONS

A.lthough full-time law reforming machinery has not been developed in all parts

of the Commonwealth of Nations and is in its infancy in the jurisdictions of the United

States, the develo~ment of such bodies in so many countries of the world Which trace

their legal system to Britain re~resents, as it seems to me, a contemporaneous recognition

of institutional weaknesses in the common law system itself. It reflects the need to
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provide a new, permanent unit to help cure those institutional weaknesses by processes of

research and consultation. The dismantling of Imperial legal institutions which provided

one spur for reform and a source of developing principles by association with a major

country of great population and sophisticated problems has now given way to local law

development. However, such. development must take place in a period of rapid change and

in the hands of lawmaking institutions which areI:tard pressed with many other concerns

and not always interested- to tackle. the controversial, sens.itive, teclmical, sometimes

boring and usually difficult tasks of law reform.

This has heen an essay about the m~thodology of reform, rather than about its

substance. To the consultative working paper of the English Law Commission, the

weekend university seminar, scholarly articles and lectures and dialogue within the legal

profession, the Australian Law ReJorm Commission (and now other law reform agencies in

Australia) have added a number of new procedures of consultation which follow logic~lly

from the acceptance of the ra.tionale of consultation. These new methods include the

a[lpointment of a team of interdisciplinary consultants, the wides[lread, free distribution·

of discussion papers and pamphlets outlining in a brief and interesting way proposals for

reform, the conduct of public hearings and special group seminars in all parts of the

country, and the use of the printed and electronic media to bring law reform 'into the

living rooms of the. nation'. More recently experiments have been conducted with ne~

procedures of consultation, including surveys, questionnaires and public opinion polls.

Special 'efforts are now being· made to reach out to par.ticu~ar groups which may be

affected by proposals for reform, including "young persons, Aborigines, prisoners and..

ethnic or linguistic minorities.

If there is a justification for the establishment of inde[lendent law reform

commissions to help reconeile the law and just~ce, it lies principally in the capacity ?f

such bodies to do a better job than other agencies becaus~ they ·can consult .more widelY

and involve the relevant, interested audience in tne business of improving the law.

Because they are independent of government, they will not embarrass political leaders by

the appearance of either commitment or indecision on their part. But they will ensure

that controversial, diffiCUlt issues are properly discussed in the community, befor:e

reformed laws are proposed. The last word remains with the elected representatives in the

Executive Government and i~ the Parliament.

The exhaustive efforts to take law reform prop.osals beyond the lawyers and.

beyond the experts to the community at large can be readily justified. They permit th,e

gathering of factual information, particularly expert information. They. secure a

statement of relevant experiences, notably experiences which illustrate and individualise
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They l?rocure a practical bias in law reform proposals, because

> h'eymust be submitted to the scrutiny of those who can say how much the reforms will

·::;~st and wheth~r Or not they wiB work. They gather commentary on tentative ideas which

"~liow the Commissioners to confirm, modify or abandon their tentative views, if shown to

_~:~&'~:wr-ong. They aid in the clearer pUblic articulation of issues and arguments for and

~~:~g_~inst reform., Furthermore, the whole pr'1cess raises the pUblic debate about refar.ID of

:,-"ih'e law. It ensures that antagonists get to know each other and, usually, to come to an

2:tinderstanding and respect for each other's views.48 Expectations of the latter may well

<::pr~mote the devotion of more resources for legal renewal than has been the case in the

'-past.-·

But quite beyond these practical advantages, there are certain long-run effects

the procedures of consultation may prove advantageous to the law. In a sense the

: greater Willingness to contemplate fUller pUblic debate about social policy behind the law

'-:-mirrors the advance in openness of government, lawmaking and public administration

in most societies. This, in turn, is a reflection of populations with higher

of general education and better facilities of knowledge and information.

> l'rc,e"dLlres for a more open public consultation about the policy of the law permits a more

statement and examination of competing vested interests. They tend to 'flush out'

competing lobbies and to bring into the open the social values which the law is seeking

defend and protect. ..;."
.. ./

Taking law reform proposals to the community at large may also have. indirect

effects which are beneficial. The social education which is involved in explaining the

'defects of the law may help to generate a perception of the injustices which will

. otherwise be shrugged off, overlooked or not even perceived. A. discussion, over a number

of years in a thoroughly public way, of alleged unfairness in this or that law or practice,

tends, in a liberal society, to promote general acceptance of the need to remove a proved

injustice repeatedly and pUblicly called t.o attentio_n.

Beyond the arguments of utility, both for the law reforming agency and for

society as a whole, there is the point of principle to wh\ch Dean Roscoe Pound of the

Harvard Law School addressed our attention 70 years ago, and to which Professor Julius

Stone in the universities of this city has reverted many times. The obligation to reconcile

the law with modern perceptions of justice cannot be attempted by a 'mere armchair

analytical legal stUdy of existing alternative rules149, political hunches .or playing with

legislative words. Whilst law reform remaifls the conc·ern of lawyers only, it will

inevitably tend to be confined to narrow tasks, non-controversial and tec.:hnical, which do

not represent the areas of urgency which would be identified by ordinary citizens.50 But
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